We recognize Aliya for her outstanding engagement for Women in Big Data Berlin and Women in Big Data global. She drives new ideas to celebrate successes of women worldwide – interviewing them, producing podcasts, creating videos about them, supporting events organization. We can always rely on her.
We recognize Anita for her outstanding engagement for Women in Big Data Berlin. She started in the mid of 2023 and has already organized an event. In addition to this, her goal is to launch a global communication channel for Women in Big Data.
We recognize Kasia for her constant engagement for Women in Big Data Berlin and Women in Big Data global. In addition to building new partnerships with companies and networks, organizing events, she is driving new ideas – podcasts, speed mentoring, hackathon.
Ann embodies the essence of volunteerism, providing our team with unparalleled motivation through her wealth of experience and unwavering enthusiasm. Her consistent support and guidance has been invaluable in fostering a collaborative environment throughout the year. Her contributions have not only been helpful but instrumental, earning her the great respect and admiration of every member of our team.
Anastasia is a boundless source of creativity and vitality. Her proactive involvement in numerous events, where she not only supports but also organizes, demonstrates her exceptional initiative. She embodies the title of MVP not only because of her valuable contributions to the team, but also because she serves as a remarkable inspiration to the community. Her unwavering commitment to our cause is truly commendable and sets a shining example for others to follow.
Julia is our rock, providing the stability we rely on. While she excels at managing our social media, her impact extends far beyond digital channels; her advocacy for WiBD at various Meetup events is equally powerful, making her a true influencer.
Olga Schneider

Olga is the solid foundation of the WiBD NRW core team. Her reliability, unwavering support and seamless contribution to any task at hand make her an invaluable asset, enriching both our team and our community.
Corinna has really stood out as an invaluable addition to our team over the past year. From the start, she has thrown herself into our events, seamlessly integrated into our community and exemplified the true WiBD spirit by advocating for us at various events and within the wider community.
Olga Lyagina

For driving meetups and Woman Talk Conference in Russia and coordination of chapter activities.
For delivering the author’s “Comfort Zone” program for Women in Big Data and Women in Tech in Russia.
For creation and leadership of “Women 40+ in IT” initiative in collaboration with Women in Tech.
Maria Burkhanova

For driving Russian Mentor in Tech 5.0 from WiBD side in collaboration with WiT.
Svetlana Smirnova

For driving webinars and workshops within Russian Mentor in Tech 5.0 from WiBD side in collaboration with WiT.
Mariya Erofeeva

For significant contribution into Women Talk conference and Russian Mentor in Tech 5.0 program.